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We have begun working with Jeff Marck (MA MA PhD) for some of our native English copy editing needs prior to submission of our works for publication. He has been doing native English copy editing for the world market from his home office in Pyramids for about nine years since retiring to Cairo ten years ago.

He came to us knowing quite a lot about our challenges and "took a load off our minds."

Marck's work in the mental health field roots to the 1969-1971. He was attendant at a psychiatric research hospital in America when Lithium was being used for bipolar in trails prior to its approval for the general market, when stimulants were first being used with ADHD children and when Stelazine was a common medication for schizophrenia.

Marck was a linguistics professor who retired to Cairo from the Institute of Advanced Studies at the Australian National University in 2008. He had been a research associate at ANU's School of Asian and Pacific Studies Department of Linguistics and for seven years previously had been the principal research officer for Emeritus Professor John C Caldwell, an Africanist, at Australia's National Centre for Epidemiology and Population Health, including the three years that Caldwell was the President of the International Union for the Scientific Study of Population (IUSFP). He coordinated research support for about 50 of Caldwell's publications through those years.

2006-2008 he was a volunteer to the Australian Capital Territory Community Mental Health Programme who met regularly one-on-one for a cup of coffee with schizophrenics reentering the community and workforce after hospitalization, helping them consider their options.

Marck has about 45 publications of his own on anthropological, archaeological, linguistic and public health subjects. His PhD and second MA were in linguistics. His first MA concerned prehistory. His BA involved a great deal of coursework on Africa and independent study in North, West and East Africa and Yemen in 1988 and 1971, visiting Cairo for the first time during his second African adventure, memories of which long gave him the idea of retiring here.

Marck's unique combination of outstanding editorial style and quality, technical expertise and experience makes him an ideal person to help in the field of editing and publication.

He can be reached through contact details on his copy editing page which has been the world's #1 Google result for "native English copy editing" for seven or eight years: http://www.jeffmarck.net/marckcopyediting.htm
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